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1 IntrodutionQuantum Chromodynamis (QCD) is part of the Standard Model of elementary intera-tions, whih desribes the interations of elementary partiles up to a very high auray,to our present knowledge. QCD is responsible for the realization of `strong interations'between Standard Model partiles. The interations between hadroni partiles is a on-sequene of this. An important property of QCD is the asymptoti freedom, whih meansdereasing e�etive oupling fator with inreasing elementary momentum transfer. Atlarge momentum transfers, a series expansion in the small oupling fator beomes possi-ble, thus the QCD preditions beome alulable in a perturbative way. However, at smallmomentum transfers this approah fails due to the large oupling fator, therefore otherstrategy has to be onsidered. A possible strategy is the appliation of phenomenologialmodels, whih try to grab the most important aspets of momentum and harge transfersin an e�etive way. Unfortunately, most phenomenologial models annot be diretly de-rived form the basi priniples of QCD. Also other approahes exist for non-perturbativealulations: the lattie QCD. Suh alulations are performed on a spae-time mesh, andare based on the numerial evaluation of the Feynman integral of QCD. These alula-tions predit a phase transition: at su�iently high temperatures, the formation of thequark-gluon phase is predited by the model. Most high energy heavy ion experiments aredesigned for the veri�ation of this predition. The formation of the quark-gluon plasma isexpeted to be indiated by the sudden hange of ertain important observables, showinga deviation from the ordinary hadroni behavior.The analysis of the 200 GeV per nuleon pair (√s
NN

= 200 GeV) data, reorded atthe RHIC experiments (Brookhaven), revealed an interesting phenomenon: the amountof produed partiles at high transverse momentum in entral nuleus-nuleus ollisions isobserved to be relatively smaller than that of in elementary reations (peripheral nuleus,deuteron-nuleus or proton-proton).1 This is alled the high transverse momentum parti-le suppression. After the disovery of this phenomenon, it was believed to be a signatureof the quark-gluon plasma formation, as a possible interpretation is parton energy loss inthe strongly interating plasma, before their fragmentation into hadrons.The question naturally arises: if the ollision energy is signi�antly dereased, dowe observe a sudden vanish of this suppression phenomenon? If this question is to beanswered, suh an experiment is needed, whih has reorded the neessarily high statistisof the mentioned reations, and has partile identi�ation. The latter is neessary, beausea �ner survey at RHIC shows that the amount of suppression is strongly partile typedependent; furthermore the omposition of partile prodution at lower energies is largelydi�erent from what is observed at 200 GeV.A very good andidate for suh an experiment is the NA49 at CERN, whih is ba-sially a large aeptane hadron spetrometer. The experiment NA49 has reorded asu�iently large low energy (√s
NN

= 17.3 GeV) data sample for proton-proton, proton-nuleus and nuleus-nuleus ollisions. Furthermore, it has good partile identi�ation onthe spetrum level, and has large aeptane and traking e�ieny.1Provided that binary ollision saling of partile prodution holds. This is suggested by a partoniprodution senario: it assumes that the partiles are produed in the binary parton-parton interations.3



The sienti� interest in this question is well illustrated by the fat, that the youngestCERN experiment, the NA61, a ontinuation of the experiment NA49, has begun datataking this year, and shall ontinue over the next years. One of the main motivations forthe experiment NA61 is the preise measurement of the energy dependene of the hightransverse momentum partile suppression [6, 7, 8, 12℄, the interest for whih is partlydue to the researh work of the author in the experiment NA49.The motivation of the dissertation is twofold.
• To provide preision data on single hadron prodution spetra at low energy (√s

NN
=

17.3 GeV) and at high transverse momentum (up to about 4.5 GeV/c), in proton-proton, proton-nuleus and nuleus-nuleus ollisions, by using the NA49 data. Thistask is important beause the existing experimental data do not fully over this kine-mati region.
• To measure the nulear modi�ation at √

s
NN

= 17.3 GeV, for di�erent partiletypes, and at high transverse momentum (approximately at 2 − 4.5 GeV/c), usingthe NA49 data. A omparison to the 200 GeV RHIC data would reveal, whetherthe nature of nulear modi�ation admits a sudden hange with ollision energy, i.e.whether the high transverse momentum partile suppression vanishes with dereas-ing ollision energy.2 ObjetivesAn important aim of the present experimental study was to extend our knowledge aboutthe partile prodution mehanisms over the kinemati range in question.One of the most important aims was the measurement of single hadron produtionspetra up to a high auray in this poorly overed kinemati region, and espeially athigh transverse momentum (above 2 GeV/c). The studied reations are inlusive partileprodution (with identi�ed �nal state partile) in inelasti proton-proton, proton-nuleusand nuleus-nuleus reations. The desired high auray (≈ 5%) demanded signi�ante�ort invested in the �ne-tuning of data handling, alibration, ut and orretion proe-dures.A further aim was the measurement of inlusive neutral pion prodution momentumspetrum, whih demanded the solution of a problem in funtional analysis / probabilitytheory. Although the statistis of the experiment proved not to be enough for hightransverse momentum π0 spetrum measurement, the developed signal proessing methodhas numerous potential appliation �elds.Aording to the motivations, I disuss the properties of the measured partile pro-dution spetra in detail, with a speial emphasis on the nulear modi�ation and theenergy dependene of the high transverse momentum partile suppression.
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3 Applied MethodsThe methods, developed by the author speially for the measurement of high transversemomentum identi�ed harged hadron spetra, are disussed in detail in the dissertation.NA49 is a �x-target experiment at a beam outlet of the SPS aelerator. The hargedpartiles are deteted by the four large volume Time Projetion (TPC) hambers, whihreord a 3 dimensional image of the partile trajetories, bent in the �eld of the dipolemagnets of the experiment. Momentum and harge reonstrution is possible from theurvature by o�-line proessing of the data, furthermore the pulse heights, left in the TPChambers, provide information on the spei� ionization of the partiles. As the latteronly depends on the partile veloity, the partile mass and thus the partile type an bedetermined, by knowing the harge and momentum.Due to the �xed-target setup, the unollided (spetator) part of the projetile nuleusin nuleus-nuleus ollisions remains available for measurements, as it traverses the ex-periment undistorted. The beam energy fration, arried away by the projetile spetatormatter, is measured by the Veto Calorimeter, whih makes the measurement of evententrality possible (the smaller the spetator energy is, the more entral is the ollision,as the spetator energy fration equals to the spetator volume fration). Due to the largeexposition, the Veto Calorimeter su�ers remarkable degradation in time, aused by the ra-diation damage. As the experimental results are rather sensitive to this e�et, I developeda alibration method to orret for this. The method is based on the time-independeneof the orrelation between the Veto energy and the measured number of harged partiles.Furthermore, I developed an aurate absolute alibration method, after whih the Vetoresponses are diretly omparable to Glauber alulations, thus the geometri propertiesof the ollisions beome well alulable.As a side-e�et of the �xed-target setup, the produed partiles are strongly fousedin the forward diretion. This auses large trak density, and thus low reonstrutione�ieny and high fake trak yield in the TPC volumes. This latter is even more seriousissue for the high transverse momentum region, as there the amount of produed partilesis very low, thus the signal ompletely disappears in the high fake trak bakground.This was an unresolved issue in the experiment, whih prevented the analysis at the hightransverse momentum region (> 2 GeV/c). The key step of my work was to investigatethis problem, and �nd a trak seletion riterion, whih solves this issue. The solution wasthe rejetion of disontinuous traks, and a strit, optimized 3 dimensional momentumspae ut. The appliation of the developed method resulted in a fake trak yield of theorder of permil in the available momentum spae region, and the reonstrution e�ienywas still well above 90%, even in the ultra high trak density environment of entrallead-lead ollisions. An important advantage of the method is, that the aeptane isexpliitly ontrolled, thus the aeptane orretion an be performed without MonteCarlo methods.Besides the harged hadrons, the momentum spetra of neutral hadrons, e.g. of neutralpions, are also interesting. The experiment NA49 an only detet π0 partiles via gammaonversion in the target material, whih redues the statistis of the detetable π0-s tothe amount of produed π0-s times the square of the onversion probability. Therefore, I5



developed a method, whih reonstruts the π0 momentum distribution from the observedsingle gamma distribution, thus reduing the statistis only by the �rst power of theonversion probability. For this method, the solution of a mathematial problem beomesneessary, namely the inversion of a probability mixing (folding) operator. I developedan iterative method for solving this funtional analysis / probability theory problem, forwhih I ould prove onvergene in an analytial way, in ertain ases.
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4 ExerptsI group the results, presented in my dissertation, aording to the following desription.1. The alibration of the Veto Calorimeter. I developed a time-dependenealibration proedure to orret for the degradation of the Veto Calorimeter, whihis based on the absoluteness of the orrelation of the spetator energy and thenumber of deteted harged partiles [11℄. Furthermore, I developed an aurateabsolute alibration method, after whih, the agreement to the spetator energypredited by the Glauber model based VENUS simulation was very good. Dueto this fat, the quantities used in physial argumentation in onnetion to theentrality, bear su�iently small systemati errors [10℄. These results are used bymany NA49 publiations, suh as [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12℄.2. The reonstrution of high transverse momentum partiles. The reon-strution of harged partiles above 2 GeV/c transverse momentum in NA49 wasnot perfet: the reonstrution ine�ienies and the high fake trak bakgroundposed a hallenge. I found a solution for this problem, whih is based on the reje-tion of disontinuous traks and a strit, optimized 3 dimensional momentum spaeut [9℄. This is the key step of the dissertation, whih is used pratially by all thepubliations related to the exerpts [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 15, 16℄, after whih thepartile prodution beame measurable up to the statistial limit of the experiment(4.5 GeV/c transverse momentum, in the ase of entral Pb+Pb events).3. Extration of identi�ed harged hadron spetra. I developed �ne-tuned or-retion methods to orret the raw π±, p, p̄, K± spetra for various e�ets, afterwhih the transverse momentum spetra of the above partiles beome available atzero rapidity in p+p, p+Pb and Pb+Pb reations, at √s
NN

= 17.3 GeV enter ofmass energy [9℄. The fully orreted results, whih are aurate approximately upto 5%, are pulished in the experimental artile [1℄.4. Extration of neutral pion spetrum. I developed an indiret method for themeasurement of inlusive π0 prodution, whih is based on the inversion of proba-bility mixing (folding) operators. I developed a robust iterative solution method forthis general probability theory / funtional analysis problem, for whih I ould proveonvergene in analyti way in ertain ases. The results onerning this methodare published in the mathematial artile [2℄. Furthermore, in the talk [14℄ I drewthe attention to the problems of high energy alorimetri measurements: althoughthe energy resolution gets ideal in this limit, steep spetra are nevertheless distortedby the alorimeter, however this an be orreted by the method, proposed in [2℄. Ialso investigated the possible e�ets of non-ideal momentum resolution in the ase ofmy high transverse momentum harged partile analysis, whih is a potentially dan-gerous soure of systemati error for steep spetra, however I found the estimateddistortion to be less than other systemati errors.5. Colletive behavior at low transverse momentum. I observed, that the par-tile prodution at low transverse momentum ( < 1.5 GeV/c) is well reprodued7



by the blast-wave piture [3, 13, 15℄, whih assumes a thermal-like partile produ-tion, originating from a ylindrially expanding soure. However, at high transversemomentum, this piture predits too high baryon/meson ratio, whih indiates thedereased role of olletive motion at the higher transverse momentum region.6. Test for the appliability of perturbative QCD approximation at hightransverse momentum. After the extration of produed-baryon/meson spe-trum ratios, I ompared the results to perturbative QCD preditions [3, 13, 15℄.The omparison indiates, that the partile prodution at √s
NN

= 17.3 GeV energyis not purely perturbative event at around 4 GeV/c transverse momentum, as theperturbative QCD alulation leads to rather di�erent baryon/meson ratios. Theomparison of the experimental results to the √
s

NN
= 200 GeV RHIC measure-ments suggests, that the net-baryon/meson ratios admit a entrality independentenergy and transverse momentum fatorization.7. The energy dependene of partile suppression at high transverse mo-mentum. Perturbative QCD preditions reprodue the observed qualitative prop-erties of the nulear modi�ation fators. I ompared my analysis results to the

√
s

NN
= 200 GeV RHIC results, and the omparison shows that the entral / pe-ripheral suppression does not vanish toward √

s
NN

= 17.3 GeV. On ontrary: themeasured modi�ation urves are rather similar at this two very di�erent energies[1℄, although the amount of harged pion suppression is redued at lower energy.
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